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The binary black hole merger waveform is both simple and universal. Adopting an effective asymptotic

description of the dynamics, we aim at accounting for such universality in terms of underlying (effective) in-

tegrable structures. More specifically, under a “wave-mean flow” perspective, we propose that fast degrees of

freedom corresponding to the observed waveform would be subject to effective linear dynamics, propagating on

a slowly evolving background subject to (effective) non-linear integrable dynamics. The Painlevé property of

the latter would be implemented in terms of the so-called Painlevé-II transcendent, providing a structural link

between i) orbital (in particular, EMRI) dynamics in the inspiral phase, ii) self-similar solutions of non-linear

dispersive Korteweg-de Vries-like equations (namely, the ‘modified Korteweg-de Vries’ equation) through the

merger and iii) the matching with the isospectral features of black hole quasi-normal modes in late ringdown

dynamics. Moreover, the Painlevé-II equation provides also a ‘non-linear turning point’ problem, extending the

linear discussion in the recently introduced Airy approach to binary black hole merger waveforms. Under the

proposed integrability perspective, the simplicity and universality of the binary black hole merger waveform

would be accounted to by the ‘hidden symmetries’ of the underlying integrable (effective) dynamics. In the

spirit of asymptotic reasoning, and considering Ward’s conjecture linking integrability and self-dual Yang-Mills

structures, it is tantalizing to question if such universal patterns would reflect the actual full integrability of a

(self-dual) sector of general relativity, ultimately responsible for the binary black hole waveform patterns.

I. BINARY BLACK HOLE MERGERS: UNIVERSALITY

AND SIMPLICITY

The gravitational binary black hole (BBH) merger wave-

form is remarkable simple. This is confirmed by numerical

simulations of black hole mergers within general relativity [1],

and also by observations of the emitted gravitational radiation

[2]. The inspiral regime can be very complicated especially if

one begins with a complicated initial configuration with high

eccentricity, spins, etc. However, by the time we reach the

merger, gravitational radiation emission has served to circu-

larize the orbit and eventually the complexity of the initial

configuration is lost. This argument suggests that the merger

waveform is simple and in fact also universal.

Such simplicity is consistent with existing treatments of

BBH dynamics, but a clear cut identification of the mech-

anism(s) behind it is still missing. In a companion article

[3], a catastrophe-theory model based on the structural sta-

bility of fold caustics — and of the diffraction patterns upon

such caustics— has been proposed to effectively account for

such universality and simplicity of the BBH merger wave-

form. Such a model leads, in particular, to a phenomenolog-

ical BBH waveform proposal based on reparameterized Airy

function, in what might be referred to in [3] as a ‘post-Airy ex-

pansion’ approach. Thus, the Airy function serves as a leading

order approximation to the merger waveform, and more accu-

rate approximations can be obtained perturbatively from this

starting point.

The goal here is to advance in the understanding of this

problem from a different perspective. Whereas the Airy model

focused on structural features related to the phase function of

the propagating wave and was largely (but not completely)

independent of the details of the underlying gravitational dy-

namics, the present work aims at targeting the specific struc-

tural properties of the BBH gravitational system responsible

of the universality and simplicity of the BBH merger. In

other words, whereas the Airy model was explicitly meant

as an effective treatment aiming at simplifying the functional

modelling of the waveform with data analysis purposes, the

present discussion aims at unveiling the underlying funda-

mental mechanisms and structures behind simplicity and uni-

versality in BBH dynamics.

Such effective and fundamental approaches are not in con-

traposition, but are indeed complementary. In particular, at

a methodological level, they share an asymptotic reasoning

strategy [4] aiming at filtering the overload of details possibly

encumbering structural features in complete approaches. In

such an asymptotic approach a theory is typically described

in a certain limit of a small (or large) parameter, explicitly

sacrificing precision and exactness by eliminating details, in

order to make underlying patterns explicitly apparent in the

appropriate range of the asymptotic parameter, often entailing

a gain in the mathematical tractability and, more importantly

in the present context, identifying at the asymptotic regime

the mathematical structure actually present in the complete

dynamics. In sum, both the effective approach [3] and the

first-principles here adopt an asymptotic reasoning methodol-

ogy, but with a focus on different levels of description.

A. From Airy waveforms to Painlevé-II dynamics

In [3] a fold-caustic diffraction model on the phase of the

waveform led to an Airy-like model for the BBH waveform.
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Specifically, dwelling in a geometric optics setting and adopt-

ing the language of catastrophe theory, caustics permit to

account for the topological structure underlying the abrupt

illumination-darkness transition in a detector. Then, taking a

first step from geometric optics to wave theory, diffraction on

a caustic regularizes the caustic divergence and provides uni-

versal diffraction pattern only depending on the topology of

the caustic. Building on these elements, we proposed in [3] a

simple model for the BBH merger waveform based on the as-

sumption of a fold-caustic structure in-built in the phase-delay

function describing the gravitation wave propagation, identi-

fying the Airy function as the reference functional form to

capture the qualitative features of the waveform merger. Be-

ing based on a first order correction to geometric optics, such

a treatment is explicitly a high-frequency one. It was only in

the asymptotic reasoning spirit that such an Airy-like pattern

was claimed in [3] to extend to all frequencies.

In this article we provide a more robust justification of such

extension of the Airy-like model to arbitrary BBH waveform

frequencies. Building on the solid catastrophe-theory identi-

fication of the Airy function in the high-frequency limit, we

address the extension of the phenomenological model to all

frequencies by adopting the following simple assumption: the

BBH waveform smoothly (and linearly) transitions from an

oscillatory regime to a damped regime. Adopting the lan-

guage of (semi-)classical treatments of dynamics, such dy-

namical transitions from oscillatory to damped regimes define

a so-called ‘turning point’ problem. The Airy equation

d2u

dτ2
− τu = 0 , (1)

provides precisely the universal leading-order of linear turn-

ing points. Here τ is a reparameterized time parameter. In

section II A we recover the full functional dependence of

BBH merger waveform derived in caustic diffraction model,

through a ‘turning point’ ordinary differential equation (ODE)

reasoning not restricted to high frequencies.

The methodology described above can indeed be seen as

another instance of asymptotic reasoning in which, instead of

simply extending the high-frequency result to all frequencies,

we have rather identified the fundamental analytical structure

underlying the Airy function, namely the Airy equation, and

promoted it as the guiding element to extend the phenomeno-

logical Airy description of the BBH waveform to all frequen-

cies. This more abstract version of asymptotic reasoning, in

which it is the underlying fundamental structure and not the

waveform functional form itself, leads to the prototypical ar-

gument that we shall follow.

Actually, the ODE ‘turning point’ change of perspective has

profound implications. Indeed, the path to the Airy equation

(9) relies strongly on the assumption of linearity of waveform,

supported by accumulated insights [5–9]). But we can refine

this notion. Let us consider that:

i) The effectively linearity of the propagating wave oc-

curs on an effective background whose dynamics are

indeed non-linear. This provides an effective separation

between fast (linear propagating wave) and slow (non-

linear background) degrees of freedom.

ii) The actual ‘turning point’ dynamics happens at the level

of nonlinear background dynamics and, only at a sec-

ond stage, are imprinted in the propagating linear wave.

In this perspective, the Airy equation (9) would represent the

linear imprint in the propagating wave of the underlying back-

ground ‘turning point’ dynamics. The question of a non-linear

version of ‘turning point’ dynamics is naturally posed.

If the Airy equation (9) represents the “archetype” of linear

turning problem, the so-called Painlevé-II equation, namely

d2w

dτ2
− τw − 2w3 − α = 0 , (2)

with α an arbitrary constant, can be seen as an archetype of

“non-linear turning point” [10]. In the same way that Eq.

(9) defines (under the appropriate asymptotic conditions) the

Airy special function, Eq. (2) defines a new transcenden-

tal special function w(τ) known as the Painlevé-II transcen-

dent (note that, in full generality, τ must be seen as a com-

plex variable). This equation reduces upon linearization (in

the case α = 0) to the Airy one, and the Painlevé-II tran-

scendent has asymptotic behaviour controlled indeed by the

Airy function (see section III A for a better assessment of this

statement). This special function, together with the other five

Painlevé transcendents (see e.g. [11]), plays a prominent role

in mathematical physics, in particular in connection with in-

tegrable systems. This immediately prompts a new perspec-

tive on univesality and simplicity of BBH mergers. Specif-

ically, once adopted an non-linear ODE ‘turning point’ per-

spective to the BBH merger dynamics, the following question

is posed: could non-linear Painlevé transcendents, and more

specifically Painlevé-II, account for the observed particular

features of the BBH dynamics?

The previous question is, admittedly, a bold one, and can

be considered only as a conjecture for now. The remarkable

fact is that it is indeed supported by existing results. A first

instance is presented in a notable article by Rajeev [12], in the

setting of the damped orbital motion of a charged particle in a

Coulomb potential, subject to radiation reaction. Specifically,

Rajeev shows that the Landau-Lifshitz equations for a charged

particle moving in a Coulomb potential can be solved exactly

in terms of the Painlevé-II equation with α = 0

d2w

dτ2
− τw − 2w3 = 0 . (3)

Moving now to general relativity itself, consider the extreme

mass ratio case where we have a small compact object orbiting

around a large black hole. The motion of the small object can

be viewed as a sequence of slowly evolving geodesics, suffer-

ing the effects of radiation damping, and losing energy and an-

gular momentum in the form of gravitational radiation. How-

ever, when it gets sufficiently close to the large black hole,

the motion transitions to a plunge. This picture was suggested

by Thorne and Ori in Ref. [13]. In the inspiral regime, the

motion is governed by an effective potential V (r, L) with r
being a radial coordinate and L the angular momentum. This

potential has a minimum in the inspiral regime but as L de-

creases, the minimum changes to a saddle point and then dis-

appears. Thorne and Ori showed that in this transition regime,
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the dynamics is governed by an equation that, as noticed by

Compère and Küchler [14, 15], can be rewritten as

d2w

dτ2
− τ − 6w2 = 0 , (4)

namely the Painlevé-I equation. The relevant Painlevé-I tran-

scendent in the plunge problem is, in particular, the so-called

tritronquée solution to Painlevé-I [16], a function associated

with universality in critical phenomena of certain partial dif-

ferential equations, a remarkable feature by itself. On the

other hand, it can be shown that the Painlevé-I equation (4)

can be obtained as a (singular) limit of Painlevé-II (2). In

view of these elements, it becomes plausible that the orbital

dynamics is ultimately governed by the second Painlevé equa-

tion. This will discussed in section III D.

A natural criticism to the previous discussion refers to its

restriction to the extreme mass ratio inspiral (EMRI) limit of

the BBH dynamics. This is indeed the case and we claim

that it is precisely the focus on this asymptotic limit of van-

ishing mass ratio, that allows to identify —as a new instance

of asymptotic reasoning– the relevant underlying pattern in

the full dynamics, namely: the fundamental structural role of

Painlevé transcendents —and in particular of Painlevé-II— in

BBH dynamics, supports the study of BBH mergers in the set-

ting of integrable or quasi-integrable systems.

B. Universal wave patterns: from ODEs to PDEs

Painlevé transcendents are naturally introduced in an ODE

setting, as in the ‘turning point’ problems discussed above.

However, their structural role transcends ODEs, extending to

very different problems threaded by the notion of integrability.

In our particular BBH problem, if the inspiral phase (at least,

up to the plunge) admits natural treatments in terms of ODEs,

the situation for the merger and ringdown phases is less clear

and a partial differential equation (PDE) treatment could be

better adapted. Remarkably, Painlevé transcendents provide

a structural link to an important class of non-linear integrable

PDEs with a key role in the integrability properties of BHs.

1. Universal wave patterns in dispersive non-linear PDEs

Before tackling the discussion of Painlevé transcendents in

BBH mergers, let us make an interlude into dispersive non-

linear hydrodynamics, specifically in the context of dispersive

shock waves [17].

A remarkable universality feature in this setting is that all

shocks look the same [18]. Specifically, let us we consider the

Burgers’ equation with viscosity term regularization

∂tu+ u∂xu = ǫ∂2xxu . (5)

Inviscid Burgers equation (ǫ = 0) with initial data u0(x) =
u(0, t) develops a shock propagating along a curve x = xc(t)
depending on u0(x). If we denote u−(t) = limx→−∞ u(x, t),

u+(t) = limx→−∞ u(x, t), and we zoom around the “crit-

ical” shock position xc(t) in the solution to the regularized

equation (5), one finds the solution is (e.g. [19, 20])

u(ξ, t) = lim
ǫ→0

u(xc(t) + ǫξ, t) (6)

= ū(t)− ∆u(t)

2
tanh

(

(ξ − ξ0(t))∆u(t)

4

)

,

where ū(t) = (u−(t) + u+(t)/2, ∆u(t) = u−(t) − u+(t)
and ξ0(t) is a function that can be fixed at higher orders. The

remarkable facts are that, in “appropriate” coordinates:

i) The form is fully independent of the initial data u0(x).

ii) Such form is given by a universal special function,

specifically the (elementary) special function tanh(x).

Initial data enter through xc(t), u−(t), u+(t) and ξ0(t) in the

reparametrization of the function describing the shock.

One could think that such wave pattern universality is a very

peculiar property of shocks, but actually it is not. Indeed, such

universality is a generic feature associated with a PDE-type

of critical behaviour [17] occurring at transitional dynamical

wave patterns in integrable dispersive equations [21].

2. Painlevé-II and universal BBH mergers

At this point we come back to the Painlevé-II transcendent,

identified as a key structure of BBH dynamics in the ODE

inspiral phase, but now from a (merger) PDE perspective.

In the light of discussion above on universal wave patterns,

we explore the possibility that the observed universality of

BBH merger dynamics could respond to a PDE-type of critical

behaviour. More specifically, we consider if non-linear back-

ground BBH dynamics can be encoded in an effective PDE

—analogous role to Burgers’ Eq. (5)— such that the BBH

merger transient —analogue to the Burgers’ shock transient—

can be understood in terms of a PDE-type critical behaviour

with universal dynamics encoded in the Painlevé-II transcen-

dent —special function analogous to tanh(x) in Eq. (6).

In section IV we will explore this possibility under two rad-

ical assumptions: i) dispersive nature of the effective back-

ground non-linear dynamics, and ii) self-similar character of

the solution at the (“critical”) merger transition. The first as-

sumption is directed motivated by the Airy-BBH model in [3]

and the fact that Airy function controls as the generic first-

order behaviour of all dispersive systems. Ultimately, such

dispersive character should be justified in terms of an (asymp-

totic) coarse-grained PDE description where integration over

small scales would result on an effective dispersion. Regard-

ing the self-similar assumption, it is motivated by the assumed

critical behaviour at the merger transient [22].

Regarding the non-linear dispersive Ansatz, a natural “uni-

versal” PDE model is the Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equation

∂tu+ 6u∂xu+ ∂3xxxu = 0 . (7)

More specifically, KdV-type equations give the leading-order

asymptotic equations of weakly dispersive and weakly non-

linear PDE dynamics. In this setting, and in order to incor-

porate the second (self-similarity) assumption in connection
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with the Painlevé-II transcendent, the natural candidate is the

so-called modified-Korteweg-de Vries (m-KdV) equation [23]

ut − 6u2∂xu+ ∂3xxxu = 0 , (8)

related to the standard KdV Eq. (7) by an appropriate

Bäcklund transformation. Our claim is that there exists a co-

ordinate system in which the effective dispersive non-linear

background BBH dynamics is described by the mKdV equa-

tion. Under the appropriate self-similarity assumption, Eq. (8)

can be solved in terms of the Painlevé-II transcendent [10].

This is an instance of the so-called “Painlevé tests”, char-

acterizing integrable PDEs through their solvability in terms

of Painlevé transcendents in an inverse scattering transform

(IST) scheme [24, 25]. This scattering perspective connects

with the mathematical framework of the late ringdown phase,

naturally described in a (direct) scattering theory setting [26].

In sum, we propose Painleve-II transcendent as a funda-

mental underlying structure in BBH dynamics, cast in two

complementary realizations: a) the ODE controlling the in-

spiral and transition to the plunge (in its Painlevé-I limit), and

b) the universal PDE wave pattern in the merger transient to

the ringdown. Painleve-II is therefore the key guideline to ap-

proach BBH mergers as (quasi-)integrable systems.

The plan of the article is the following. In section II we

revisit the Airy-function approach to BBH merger waveform,

taking an ‘turning point’ ODE approach that permits to extend

results in [3] to all frequencies. Once in the ODE setting, in

section III we start by reviewing of Painlevé transcendents and

PainlevéRajeev’s solution of radiation-reaction charged parti-

cle orbital motion in terms of Painlevé-II as well as, in a grav-

itational setting, the emergence of Painlevé-I in the transition

to the plunge of EMRIs. Then we extend Rajeev’s discussion

to the gravitational radiation reaction setting, in the setting of

quasi-circular orbits, leading to the identification of Painlevé-

II as a fundamental structure in BBH merger dynamics. Sec-

tion IV has a more heuristic flavor, in which a separation of

fast and slow degrees is proposed, in such a way that slow

background BBH dynamics is approached in terms of a non-

linear dispersive integrable equation solvable in terms of the

Painlevé-II transcendent through n inverse scattering trans-

form. This configures a self-contained bottom-up approach

to the BBH merger dynamics in terms of a (quasi-)integrable

system determined by Painlevé-II. We conclude in section V

by considering integrability from a larger scope as a guiding

principle to match our ‘bottom-up’ approach to BBH dynam-

ics and waveform with a ‘top-down’ scheme to be developed.

II. BBH ’TURNING POINT’ MODELS: FROM AIRY TO

PAINLEVÉ-II

A. Linear oscillation-to-damped transition: Airy case

In ref. [3] we adopted an asymptotic reasoning approach

to extend the the Airy model for the BBH waveform merger,

based on the diffraction on caustics and valid for high frequen-

cies, to all frequencies. Let us take here rather an “agnostic”

perspective regarding the underlying mechanism driving the

BBH merger dynamics and focus on the general structural

fact that this dynamics describe a dynamical transition from

an oscillatory regime of the system to a regime with damped

sinusoids in a continuous and smooth way.

In semiclassical treatments of dynamics such transitions are

related to so-called “turning points”. The Airy equation

d2u

dτ2
− τu = 0 , (9)

is the archetype of a linear turning point. We focus here on a

more general class of linear ODEs describing, in an effective

way, a turning point problem. Namely, we consider equations

of the form [27]

ǫ2
d2u

dτ2
− (τφ(τ) − ǫψ(τ, ǫ))u = 0 , φ(0) 6= 0 , (10)

where ǫ is a small parameter and φ(τ) and ψ(τ, ǫ) are given

analytic functions, encoding in an effective manner the physi-

cal features of the turning point problem. The Airy equation is

recovered by reparametrizing τ → τ/ǫ and setting φ(τ) = ǫ
and ψ(τ, ǫ) = 0. We perform a first order reduction of (10) by

introducing the variable

Y =

(

u
ǫu̇

)

(11)

where u̇ = du
dτ , so that Eq. (10) writes

ǫẎ =

(

0 1

τφ(τ) + ǫψ(τ, ǫ) 0

)

Y ≡ A(τ, ǫ)Y , (12)

this expression defining the matrix A(τ, ǫ). We note that in

the Airy case

AAiry(τ)

(

0 1

τ 0

)

. (13)

Solutions to Eq. (12) can indeed be expressed in terms of Airy

functions solutions to Eq. (9). Specifically, Theorem 29.1 in

[27] states that, given a 2×2 matrixA(τ, ǫ) as defined in (12),

holomorphic in a neighborhood of (0, 0) and such that

i) A(0, 0) is similar to the matrix

(

0 1

0 0

)

, (14)

ii) It holds

d

dτ
detA(τ, 0)|τ=0 6= 0 , (15)

then solutions to the ”turning point” problem of the form

ǫẎ (τ) = A(τ, ǫ)Y (τ) , (16)

can be written as

Y (τ) = P (τ)e
1
2ǫ

∫ τ
0

Tr(A(λ,0)dλỸ (t) , (17)
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where t = Φ(τ), with[28] Φ(τ) holomorphic at τ = 0 with

Φ(0) = 0 and Φ̇(0) 6= 0, and P (τ) is a holomorphic matrix

function (with inverse also holomorphic) at τ = 0, and Ỹ (t)
satisfies the ”instantaneous” Airy equation

ǫ
d

dt
Ỹ (τ) = Ã(t, ǫ)Ỹ (t) , (18)

with

Ã(t, 0) = AAiry(t) =

(

0 1

t 0

)

(19)

This shows that solutions to these linear turning point prob-

lems are generically linear combinations of the Airy function

Ai(t) and its derivative Ai′(t), with appropriate modulations

and argument reparametrizations depending on the specific

details of the problem, effectively captured by functions φ and

ψ. This matches precisely the structure found in ref. [3], but

without the restriction to high frequencies.

The dynamical transition from oscillating to damped be-

havior is captured by the asymptotic behaviour of the Airy

function (for real argument), that we recall here for later com-

parison

Ai(t) ∼ 1
√
π|t|

1
4

sin
(

2
3 |t|

3
2 + π

4

)

(t→ −∞)

Ai(t) ∼ 1

2
√
πt

1
4

e−
2
3
t
3
2 (t→ +∞) .

(20)

Note that the overexponential damping at t → +∞ precludes

this linear turning point problem from accounting for the late

ringdown exponential decay. Another mechanism is needed

for the transition to the ringdown.

B. Non-linear Airy: Painlevé-II ’turning point’ model

As commented in I A, the Painlevé-II equation (2) and,

more specifically, the α = 0 case (69), provides the archetype

of non-linear turning point equation that reduces to the Airy

discussed above case upon linearization. A key question is

whether the non-linear equation (69) has indeed solutions

bounded for all real t. Then, it is crucial to understand how

to connect the behaviour of this solution at t → −∞ to that

at t → ∞, to proceed to the “connection problem” in a non-

linear analogue to the WKB “connection formulae” derived

from (20) in the linear Airy case. This requires a control of

the asymptotics of this particular Painlevé-II transcendent.

Following [10, 11, 29, 30], the asymptotics of the solution

to (69) with boundary condition

lim
t→∞

w(t) = 0 (21)

is

w(t) ∼ d

|t|
1
4

sin
(

2
3 |t|

3
2 − 3

4d
2 ln(|t|)− θo

)

(t→ −∞)

w(t) ∼ γAi(t) ∼ γ

2
√
πt

1
4

e−
2
3
t
3
2 (t→ +∞)

(22)

where, given the constant γ with |γ| < 1 (for γ ≥ 1 the

solution to (69) diverges at some intermediate point), the value

of amplitude d and the phase shift θo are given (“connection

formulae”) by

d2(γ) = − 1

π
ln(1− γ2) (23)

θ0(γ) =
3

2
d2 ln 2 + arg

(

Γ

(

1− i

2
d2
))

− π

4
.

It is interesting to compare the Airy asymptotics (20) with

Painlevé-II ones in (22) and (23). The non-linear turning point

introduces both an asymptotique amplitude and phase shift

with respect to the Airy case. In particular, the phase shift a

corrects the standard eiπ/4 WKB shift, something of potential

relevance in the analysis of the BBH merger waveform.

III. PAINLEVÉ TRANSCENDENTS IN DAMPED BINARY

EMRI DYNAMICS

A. Painlevé transcendents

Apart from providing, as discussed in the previous section,

a non-linear generalization of the turning-point problem de-

fined by the linear Airy equation (9), solutions to the Painlevé-

II equation (2 displays remarkable and fascinating mathemat-

ical properties shared with a finite number of other ‘Painlevé

transcendents’, namely solutions to the following six Painlevé

equations (respectively PI − PVI)

d2w

dz2
= 6w2 + z (24)

d2w

dz2
= 2w3 + zw + α

d2w

dz2
=

1

w

(

dw

dz

)2

− 1

z

dw

dz
+
αw2 + β

z
+ γw3 +

δ

w

d2w

dz2
=

1

2w

(

dw

dz

)2

+
3

2
w3 + 4zw2 + 2(z2 − α)w +

β

w

d2w

dz2
=

(

1

2w
+

1

w − 1

)(

dw

dz

)2

− 1

z

dw

dz

+
(w − 1)2

z2

(

αw +
β

w

)

+
γw

z
+
δw(w + 1)

w − 1

d2w

dz2
=

1

2

(

1

w
+

1

w − 1
+

1

w − z

)(

dw

dz

)2

−
(

1

z
+

1

z − 1
+

1

w − z

)

dw

dz

+
w(w − 1)(w − z)

z2(z − 1)2

(

α+
βz

w2
+
γ(z − 1)

(w − 1)2
+
δz(z − 1)

(w − z)2

)

where α, β, γ and δ are constants. A non-linear ODE is said

to possess the so-called ‘Painlevé property’ [31] if the only

‘movable’ singularity are poles. A singularity of a solution

of a given ODE is ‘movable’ if it is not a priori fixed by the

equation itself, so its location is fixed by initial data. The re-

markable fact is that the Painlevé property [32] severely con-

straints the form of the equation, so it can be reduced to one

of fifty types of equations [11, 33, 34], all of them integrable
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in terms of known functions except six: precisely the Painlevé

equations PI − PVI in (24), which are irreducible to classi-

cal special functions and whose solutions define the Painlevé

transcendents. The latter can be seen as a new class of non-

linear special functions [11].

The relevance of equations satisfying the Painlevé proper-

ties is that they can (often) be linearized or solved exactly.

Specifically, for Painlevé equations can be studied by using

the so-called isomonodromy method (see references in [11]

and, in this sense, they are understood as integrable equa-

tions. This simplicity and relation to integrability will be the

key point in our later developments. For a recent review of

the rich mathematical structures underlying the Painlevé equa-

tions, see reference [35].

B. Charged particle in Coulomb potential with radiation

damping: Painlevé-II

The first contact between damped orbital dynamics and the

Painlevé transcendents is presented in Rajeev’s remarkable ar-

ticle [12], in the setting of the orbital motion of a charged un-

der radiation damping. Specifically, Rajeev shows that the ra-

diation reaction Landau-Lifshitz equations for a charged parti-

cle moving in a Coulomb potential including radiation damp-

ing can be solved exactly, in the non-relativitic limit, in terms

of the Painlevé-II equation.

The Landau-Lifschitz equation sof motion of a radiating

charged particle in an electrostatic field can be written in the

non-relativistic limit as

d

dt
(~v + τ∇U) +∇U = 0 , (25)

with U = −k
r with k = q/m.

Let us revisit Rajeev’s argument in [12]by slightly ex-

tending its discussion in order to better seize the similarities

and differences between the electromagnetic and gravitational

cases. Let us start considering the equation

d

dt
(~v + τ∇W ) +∇U = 0 , (26)

where ~v =
d~r

dt
, U = U(r) and W = W (r) are radial poten-

tials and τ is a constant damping time parameter. This equa-

tion should be understood as the leading (linear) order in an

asymptotic expansion in τ of the radiation-reaction dynamics.

That is, higher-order powers in τ are neglected in the anal-

ysis. In particular, the non-relativistic Landau-Lifshitz equa-

tions for a charged particle in an electrostatic field in [12] are

recovered for U(r) =W (r) =
k

r
.

In a first stage, rewriting (26) as

d

dt
(~v + τ r̂Wr) + r̂U = 0 , (27)

and taking the vector (wedge) product of the equation with ~r,

we can write

d~L

dt
= −τ Wr

r
~L , (28)

where ~L = ~r ∧ ~v is the angular momentum. In particular,

we note that in this approximation the orbital plane does not

change.

In a second stage we use (28) to rewrite (26) as (use stan-

dard identities (8-10) in [12], and the notation L = |~L|)
dr

dt
= vr

d

dt
(vr + τWr) =

L2

r3
− Ur

dL

dt
= −τ Wr

r
L . (29)

Motivated by Rajeev’s electrostatic case and the gravitational

setting discussed below, let us consider

U(r) =
α

rn
, W (r) =

β

rm
. (30)

Then, the last equation in (29) becomes

dL

dt
=
mβτ

rm−1

L

r3
, (31)

and we can write

L2

r3
=

1

2βmτ

(

d

dt

(

rm−1L2
)

− (m− 1)L2rm−2ṙ

)

,(32)

so that the second equation in (29) writes

d

dt

(

vr −
mβτ

rm+1
− 1

2βmτ
rm−1L2

)

=
nα

rn+1
−∆ , (33)

where

∆ =
m− 1

2βmτ
rm−2L2ṙ . (34)

Defining z as

z = vr −
mβτ

rm+1
− 1

2βmτ
rm−1L2 , (35)

we can therefore rewrite the dynamical equations as

dL

dt
=
βmτ

rm+2
L

dz

dt
=

nα

rn+1
−∆

dr

dt
=

rm−1

2βmτ
L2 + z +

mβτ

rm+1
. (36)

At this point, the remarkable result of Rajeev is recovered by

applying this to the electrostatic case, that is, by choosingα =
β = k and m = n = 1. On the one hand, ∆ = 0 and

eliminating the derivative in time, the electrostatic case can be

written as

dL

dz
=
τ

r
L

dr

dz
=

r2

2k2τ
L2 +

r2

k
z + τ . (37)

Finally, this leads to

d2L

dz2
= − 1

2k2
L3 − τ

k
zL , (38)

namely the Painlevé-II equation, up to rescaling of L and z.

We note that no approximations have been made, once (26)

has been adopted.
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C. EMRI transition to plunge: Painlevé-I dynamics

After discussing the electrostatic case, we proceed to the

gravitational setting by considering the limit of extreme mass

ratio limit of binaries (EMRIs). Before adapting Rajeev’s ar-

gument to a gravitational setting, let us comment on other

remarkable result on the connection between Painlevé tran-

scendents and radiation damping orbital problems, namely the

identification by Compère and Küchler [14, 15] of the role of

Painlevé-I in the plunge equations originally derived by Ori

and Thorne in [13].

Specifically, in [13] describes the dynamics of this system

in a ‘transition regime’ near the innermost stable circular or-

bit (ISCO), between the ‘adiabatic inspiral regime’ and the

‘plunge regime’. The radial dynamics is then modelled by

the geodesic equation corrected with a radial self-force, in a

first stage. However, in a second stage the radial self-force

is dropped under the heuristic justification of only involving

a shift in the parameters of the effective potential. Adopting

some appropriate dimensionless coordinates (X,T ), respec-

tively encoding the radial distance to the ISCO and the proper

time, the dynamics is (cf. Eq. (3.22) in [13])

d2X

dT 2
= −X2 − T . (39)

with asymptotic In a remarkable work, Compère and Küchler

[14, 15] revisit the problem with two fundamental contribu-

tions: i) justifying that Eq. (39) actually holds as such even

when all effects are systematically taken into account, and ii)

identifying (39) as the Painlevé-I equation.

Indeed, the latter point connecting to Painlevé-I is justified

through a rescaling of X and T , namely introducing

X = αw , T = βt , (40)

the choice

α = −6
3
5 , β = 6

1
5 , (41)

leads to

d2w

dt2
= 6w2 + t , (42)

namely the Painlevé-I equation in (4).

However, this is not enough to identify the specific

Painlevé-I transcendent, relevant in this orbital transition to

plunge setting. This involves choosing a particular solu-

tion to (39) under the pertinent boundary conditions. In this

sense, Ori and Thorne look for the unique solution match-

ing smoothly the adiabatic inspiral, concluding that the correct

asymptotics are

X ∼
√
−T , T → −∞ . (43)

The solution should be regular (in particular having poles) for

all T < 0. Remarkably this, together with the asymptotics

(43) fixes the solution to Eq. (39): the relevant Painlevé-I

transcendent is the so-called Boutroux’s tritronqué solution.

In particular it was proved in [36] that such tritronqué has

no poles for negative values of T , the first pole happening at

t0 ∼ 2.3841687 with monotonically decreasing behavior in

(−∞, t0) [37]. As a non-trivial check of the consistency with

the solution found in [13], compare the described behavior of

the tritronqué solution with the one of the numerical solution

in Fig. 3 of [13], in particular diverging at Tplunge

Tplunge = βt0 = 6
1
5 t0 ∼ 6

1
5 · 2.3841687 ∼ 3.41167 ,(44)

(using Eqs. (40) and(41)) that refines the value in [13], namely

Tplunge ∼ 3.412.

In sum, we identify here that the relevant Painlevé-I tran-

scendent in the Painlevé-I equation appearing in the or-

bital transition to plunge at the ISCO [13–15] is Boutroux’s

tritronqué solution, known to be associated with universality

properties [16] in the setting of critical behavior of Hamilto-

nian perturbations of nonlinear hyperbolic PDEs [38]. This

offers a tantalizing avenue to connect the ODE orbital EMRI

problem with universality properties of an underlying effec-

tive PDE dynamics describing finite mass-ratio binaries.

D. EMRI quasi-circular orbits: Painlevé-II dynamics

We explore now the adaptation of Rajeev’s argument to a

gravitational setting. The idea in the present discussion is to

make a first exploration of the EMRI problem by generalizing

Rajeev’s by taking Eq. (26) as the starting point. This is a

constraining condition and more systematic and general stud-

ies exploraring systematically the Painlevé property of EMRI

ODEs are needed, our discussion here only representing a first

step but already illustrating the strategy.

In this spirit, a natural gravitational counterpart of the

Landau-Lifshitz equations in the electrostotatic setting con-

sists in considering the leading order in the Post-Newtonian

radiation-reaction equations for an EMRI binary system. In

the appropriate (harmonic) gauge, the latter can be written

(see e.g. [39])

d~v

dt
= −M

r2
+ ~aRR

~aRR =
8

5
η
M2

r3

[(

3v2 +
17

3

M

r

)

ṙr̂ −
(

v2 + 3
M

r

)

~v

]

,(45)

where η is the symmetric mass ratio and r̂ = ~r/r is the unit

radial vector.

In the general orbital case, this cannot be written in the form

(26). However, if we focus on the quasi-circular case corre-

sponding to the inspiral phase of the BBH problem, the ap-

proximations ṙ ∼ 0, v2 ∼ GM

r
permit to rewrite Eq. (45) in

the form (26) with τ =
16

5
ηM the damping time scale and

U(r) = −M
r

, W (r) = −M
2

r2
, (46)

that is, U(r) is the Keplerian potential, whereas W (r) pro-

vides a tidal potential. If we insert α = −M , β = −M2,

n = 1, m = 2 in Eqs. (36) we obtain the corresponding

equations in the gravotaitonal case. However, if we follow the
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steps performed in the electrostatic case, in this case one does

not get to a Painlevé -II equation as in Eq. (38). The respon-

sible is the term ∆ in the second equation in (36). So, in this

particular approximation to the EMRI problem, Painlevé-II is

not reated to generic orbits.

However, there is a particularly interesting dynamical set-

ting in which this term ∆ can be neglected. Indeed, looking at

(34), for quasi-circular orbits ṙ ∼ 0 we have ∆ ∼ 0 (note that

it is crucial to have m = 2 in the potential W (r) for this ap-

proximation not to depend on r, only in ṙ). Moreover, this is

indeed self-consistent with the quasi-circular assumption en-

forced to pass from Eqs. (45) to Eq. (26). Further reaching

studies will need to start from more generic forms of PPN

radiation reaction equations (in the same sense that Compère

and Küchler’s work [14, 15] systematically extends that of Ori

and Thorne [13]) and (probably) look for the fulfilment of the

Painlevé property. We leave this for future work.

Restricting ourselves in to such quasi-circular dynamical

scenarios in (26), with (46), we can write

dL

dz
=

2Mτ

r2
L

dr

dz
=

r3

4M3τ
L2 +

r2

M
z +

2Mτ

r
, (47)

and, from this, we obtain

d2L

dz2
= − 1

M2
L3 − 4

(τ

r

)

zL− 4M2

r2

(τ

r

)2

L . (48)

There are two key differences with respect to the electrostatic

case in (38). The first one is that the coefficients depend on

r, and therefore are not constants, as required in the Painlevé-

II equation. This however is a mild obstruction precisely in

the quasi-circular regime we are considering. Indeed, in that

regime we can approximate r ∼ ro during the appropriate

timescales dictated by the radiation-reaction process. The sec-

ond one refers to the last term in the equation, absent in the

Painlevé equation. However, this term is a second-order term

in τ , that we have neglected from the very beginning. There-

fore in the setting we are discussing, this term must also be

neglected [40]. Under these approximations we get

d2L

dz2
= − 1

M2
L3 − 4

(

τ

ro

)

zL . (49)

that, again, can be reduced to the Painlevé-II equation under

the appropriate scalings.

This discussion partially generalizes Rajeev’s argument to

the gravitational case and makes conceptual contact with the

Painlevé-I result in [14, 15]. The most important outcome

is the illustration of the role of Painlevé transcendents in the

EMRI gravitational binary problem. In the asymptotic rea-

soning spirit in [4], we claim that such structures play also a

structural role, though recast in another form more akin to a

PDE discussion, in the full BBH problem.

IV. BINARY BLACK HOLE DYNAMICS: AN

INTEGRABILITY ANSATZ

In the previous section the Painlevé-II transcendent has

been identified, in the extreme mass ratio limit, as a relevant

underlying structure in BBH dynamics. Consequently, the

Painlevé-II will have an imprint in the BBH waveform, but

its actual identification is done at the level of BBH orbital dy-

namics. Specifically, from a methodological perspective, the

approach to BBHs above separates: i) an orbital non-linear

system described (in the proper asymptotic limit) by an inte-

grable ODE, ii) the (linear) waveform emitted by such system.

In this section we approach the problem from a PDE per-

spective. Instead of considering the full Einstein equation

system —as done, e.g., in numerical BBH simulations— we

adopt an asymptotic approach aiming at identifying and fo-

cusing on the underlying mechanism(s). Rather than start-

ing from Einstein equations and proceeding in a ‘top-down’

scheme, the effective approach we adopt here is a ‘bottom-

up’ one in which, in particular, we follow the methodology

in the ODE treatment above, separating the dynamics of the

background and that of wave propagating on it.

A. Fast and slow degrees of freedom: linear waves over

integrable dynamical backgrounds

Observational evidence, supported by numerical simula-

tions of the full non-linear Einstein equations as well as

the success of effective semi-analytic treatments well beyond

their natural regimes of application, strongly indicate that

waveform dynamics in the BBH problem displays ingredi-

ents with effectively linear character. On the other hand, the

ODE treatment of the previous section suggests a non-linear

dynamics with integrability playing a structural role. This

suggests a methodological approach in which we effectively

separate dynamics with different time scales, into “fast” and

“slow” degrees of freedom. Specifically, we consider:

i) Fast degrees of freedom subject to linear dynamics, cor-

responding to the propagating and observed waveform.

ii) Slow degrees of freedom subject to non-linear (inte-

grable) dynamics providing the background for waves.

We propose to address the effective BBH dynamics in terms

of the coupling of such separated fast and slow dynamics [41].

1. A simplified one-dimensional effective toy model

To fix ideas, in the following we will focus on a highly sim-

plified model in which spatial dynamics are effectively one-

dimensional [42]. Denoting formally by φ the fast linear de-

grees of freedom, and by u the slow (background) degrees of

freedom, we consider a PDE dynamical system in which the
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fast dynamical degrees of freedom satisfy a linear wave equa-

tion, propagating on an effective potential V (x, t;u)
(

∂2

∂t2
− ∂2

∂x2
+ V (x, t;u)

)

φ = S(x, t;u) , (50)

where the effective potential V is determined by the back-

ground slow degrees of freedom u, that and satisfy a dynami-

cal equation

∂tu = F (u, ux, uxx, . . .) . (51)

Note that the modelling of the fast degrees of freedom include

a dynamical forcingS in terms of a source possibly depending

of the slow degrees of freedoms. This will be crucial in the

waveform model.

2. A dispersive Ansatz on background integrable non-linear

dynamics.

The role of the Airy function in the BBH waveform model

in [3] suggests that the underlying mechanism behind the sim-

plicity and universality in BBH mergers includes a dispersive

ingredient. With this motivation, and also as methodological

choice to constraint anf guide the choice of possible models,

we make the hypothesis that the background dynamics is ef-

fectively (weakly) dispersive.

This is a strong assumption in the setting of general rela-

tivistic gravitational dynamics. Such hypothesis can be mo-

tivated in an asymptotic “coarse-grained”description that av-

erages over different background characteristic scales, the lat-

ter inducing a qualitatively different scattering behaviour for

waves of different lengthwave. However, the ultimate validity

of such dispersive hypothesis can be justified only in terms of

the obtained results. As we will see below, this allows in par-

ticular to make explicit contact with the Painlevé-II trascen-

dent identified in the inspiral phase.

In particular, motivated by the identification of Painlevé-II

at EMRI BBH dynamics, and using the connection of Painlevé

transcendents with integrable systems, we bestow a structur-

ing role to the notion of integrability. It provides a concrete

guiding hypothesis aiming at accounting for the observed

simplicity and universality in the BBH dynamic providing a

methodological guideline unifying the treatment along the dif-

ferent regimes in the entire BBH evolution, we grant a struc-

turing role to the notion of integrability. Specifically, in our

fast-slow dynamical coupling scheme, we make the hypothe-

sis of integrability for the non-linear dynamics for the slowly

background, over which the fast degrees propagate.

B. Non-linear background dynamics: KdV-type models

Once in a dispersive and non-linear setting, we make the

following fundamental remark (cf. e.g. [43]): KdV-type equa-

tions provide “universal” models for weakly dispersive and

weakly non-linear wave systems.

Specifically, in the KdV equation introduced in (7)

∂tu+ 6u∂xu+ ∂3xxxu = 0 , (52)

the advection term accounts for non-linearity, as in the Burg-

ers’ equation, whereas the third derivative term corresponds

to dispersion. In spite of the crucial role of non-linearity, it is

instructive to start with the linearized case.

1. Linear case: Airy

Let us consider the linearized KdV equation

∂tu+ ∂3xxxu = 0 , (53)

and its solutions satisfying u→ 0 when |x| → ∞, with initial

data u0(x) = u(t = 0, x) satisfying (note we only consider

here real solutions)

∫ ∞

−∞
(u0(x))

2dx < 0 . (54)

Specifically, following [44] (see also [43]), we consider its

asymptotic solutions corresponding to the regions: i) x/t < 0,

ii) x/t > 0, and iii) x/t→ 0.

First we write the (formal) solution of (53) in terms of the

Fourier transform û0(k) of u0(x)

u(x, t) =
1

2π

∫

û0e
i(kx−ω(k)t)dx =

1

2π

∫

û0e
i(kx+k3t)dx ,(55)

where the employed relation dispersion ω(k) = −k3, fol-

lowed by inserting the first expression into (53).

a. Region x/t < 0. Here a stationary phase method is

employed. Writing

u(t, x) =
1

2π

∫

û0e
iφ(k)t)dx , (56)

with φ(k) = k(x/t)+ k3, for given x and t, we determine the

stationary points k0 from the vanishing of φ′(k), that is

φ′(k0) =
x

t
+ 3(k0)

2 = 0

(k0)± = ±
√

−x
3t

= ±
√

∣

∣

∣

x

3t

∣

∣

∣
. (57)

Using then φ′′(k), expanding to the second order, and sum-

ming over the stationary points in the standard form of the

stationary phase expansion, we find

u(t, x) ∼ û0((k0)+)
√

2πt|φ′′((k0)+)|
eiφ((k0)+)t+iµ+π/4

+
û0((k0)−)

√

2πt|φ′′((k0)−)|
eiφ((k0)−)t+iµ

−
π/4 , (58)

with µ± = sgn(φ′′((k0)±) = ±1. Inserting the expres-

sions for φ((k0)±) and φ′′((k0)±) and writing û0(k) =

|û0(k)|eiψ̂0(k), we get

u(t, x) ∼

∣

∣

∣
û0

(
√

∣

∣

x
3t

∣

∣

)∣

∣

∣

√
πt
∣

∣

3x
t

∣

∣

1/4
cos

(

2
∣

∣

∣

x

3t

∣

∣

∣

3/2

t− π

4
− ψ̂0

(
√

∣

∣

∣

x

3t

∣

∣

∣

))

(59)
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b. Region x/t > 0. In this regime a related asymptotic

method, namely the steepest descent, is better adapted to ex-

tract the dominant asymptotic behaviour. The solution is now

written as a comple integral

u(t, x) =
1

2π

∫

C

û0e
tφ(k))dk , (60)

where φ(k) is complex-valued. After finding the saddle points

satisfying φ′(k0) = 0, the contour C, initially ] − ∞,∞[, is

then deformed in the complex plane using Cauchy’s theorem

so that Im(k) is constant and given by Im(k0). This defines

the steepest descent path C′. Implementing this scheme (see

details in [44]) and choosing the only compatible saddle point,

one finally gets

u(t, x) ∼
û0
(

i
√

x
3t

)

2
√
πt
(

3x
t

)1/4
e−2( x

3t )
3/2

t (61)

c. Transient region x/t → 0. Looking at Eqs. (59) and

(61) in the respective x/t < 0 and x/t > 0 regions, we notice

the particular combination of x and t entering in the asymp-

totic expressions of u(t, x). This suggests to look for a so-

called self-similar solution at the transient regime, namely an

Ansatz for the functional form o u(t, x) as

u(t, x) ∼ 1

(3t)p
f

(

x

(3t)q

)

, (62)

Injecting (62) into (53) we get an ODE for f in its natural

variable η = x/(3t)q . Imposing that the ODE does not de-

pend on t fixes q = 1/3. In this linear setting p is not fixed at

this level and we must resort to the connection with the other

asymptotic regimes above to render p = 1/3. As a result, one

gets the Airy equation as the ODE satisfied by the function f

df

dη2
− ηf = 0 . (63)

This permits to write the solution to (53) in the transient region

x/t→ 0 in terms of the Airy function, namely

u(t, x) ∼ 1

(3t)1/3
Ai

(

x

(3t)1/3

)

. (64)

This expression provides a first contact with universality, with

the remarkable fact of involving a structural connection with

the notion of self-similiarity in our PDE context. In partic-

ular, the Airy function pattern provides a universal profile of

the transient at x/t → 0 between the oscillatory behaviour at

x/t < 0 and the damped one at x/ > 0. The Airy function

is the universal special function playing, for linear ’turning

point’ problems, the analogous role played by the tanh(x)
function for shocks, through Eq. (6). That is, paraphrasing

the statement for Burgers’ equation in this context: all linear

turning points transitions look the same.

A more systematic (an improved) manner of obtaining an

asymptotic solution in this regime makes use of the integral

representation of the Airy function

Ai(η) =
1

2π

∫ ∞

−∞
ei(sη+s

3/2)ds . (65)

Then, starting from the Fourier representation of the solution

(56), making the variable change k = s/(3t)1/3 and expand-

ing û0(k) = û0(s/(3t)
1/3) to the first order in s in Taylor

series around s = 0, one can finally write

u(t, x) ∼ û0(0)Ai(η)

(3t)1/3
− iû

′
0(0)Ai

′(η)

(3t)2/3
, (66)

where both terms are indeed self-similar solutions of the linear

KdV equation.

d. Uniform asymptotic expansion. Once the asymptotic

behaviours in each x/t region have been identified, a matched

asymptotic expansion can be employed to join the different

regimes. This actually permits to fix p = 1/3 in Eq. (62), in

this discussion of linear (53). Remarkably, using the asymp-

totic expressions of the Airy function one can indeed write an

asymptotic expression valid in the three regimes, namely

u(t, x) ∼ û0(k0) + û0(−k0)
2

1

(3t)1/3
Ai

(

x

(3t)1/3

)

(67)

− û0(k0)− û0(−k0)
2ik0

1

(3t)2/3
Ai′
(

x

(3t)1/3

)

,

with k0 =
√

−x/(3t). The global expression (67) represents

a slowly variating similarity solutions, namely a linear combi-

nation of self-similar solutions (with f given, respectively, by

Ai and Ai′) modulated by slowly varying factors determined

by the initial data, through its Fourier transform û0(k).
This expression is structurally similar to the one we have

found for the diffraction patterns on a caustic in [3]. This is

not an accident, actually a uniform asymptotic expansion [45–

48] can be employed for deriving expression (67), following

exactly the same steps implemented in determining the uni-

versal patterns for caustics (cf. [3]). Such uniform asymptotic

expansion remains valid in the regimes in which (real or com-

plex) “critical points” (k0)± = ±
√

−x/(3t) are separated

and also when they degenerate at the “caustic”. In particular,

in our present problem this identifies a (fold) catastrophe in

our PDE problem at the transient regime x/t→ 0.

On the other hand, the physical role of this solution in terms

of the Airy function and its derivative is very different to the

one discussed in [3]: whereas in the caustic discussion in [3]

the Airy solution accounts for the (linearly) propagating wave

field (fast degrees of freedom) according detected at the ob-

server emplacement, Eq. (67) describes (in the linearised ap-

proximation of Eq. (IV B 1)) the dynamics of the slow degrees

providing the “effective potential” on which the fast degrees

of freedom are scattered. We develop further this point below,

in the discussion of non-linear turning points in terms of the

Painlevé-II trascendent.

2. Non-linear case: Painlevé-II

After considering the linear case (53) of the KdV equation

(52), we move to the actual non-linear case. From the linear

case, we highlight three structural elements:

i) From Fourier analysis to the inverse scattering trans-

form (IST). In the linear setting, the starting point for the
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study of the asymptotics of u(t, x) in the different dy-

namical regimes is the Fourier expression (56) in terms

of initial data. However, in contrast with the linear case,

no use of the Fourier transform can be made in the non-

linear setting. Remarkably, the IST scheme, provides

a solution to the problem that can indeed be dubbed as

a non-linear Fourier transform. Most importantly at a

structural level, such IST scheme actually characterizes

what we mean by integrability at the PDE level in terms

of the so-called Painlevé test .

ii) Self-similar solution and universality. The transient

asymptotics of the solution are captured by a self-

similar solution, that implements universality through

a universal pattern. In this spirit, we will enforce the

solution u(x, t) to have a self-similar character.

iii) Matching conditions and uniform asymptotics. The

self-similar solution should provide also the key to

match asymptotics corresponding to oscillation and

damped behaviours, as the Airy function does in the lin-

ear case. That is, the self-similar solution should imple-

ment a non-linear ’turning point’ matching providing a

uniform asymptotic description through the merger.

In particular, the combination of the second and third points

suggests to focus, rather than on the standard non-linear KdV

equation (52), on the modified one m-KdV in Eq. (8), namely

ut − 6u2∂xu+ ∂3xxxu = 0 . (68)

This is a KdV-like equation sharing the dispersive properties

of KdV and whose solutions are related to those of KdV by

a (Miura/)Bäcklund Ricatti transformation (that do not intro-

ducing new movable critical points [10]). In our setting, the

m-KdV has the virtue of providing a direct connection be-

tween the PDE dynamics of the background non-linear de-

grees of freedom, on the one hand, and the Painlevé-II tran-

scedent identified in the BBH ODE dynamics, on the other

hand. And this is done precisely by means of enforcing a self-

similar solution to (68) that, as discussed above in the linear

case, is intimately related to the realization of universality.

Specifically, focusing on the transient asymptotics x/t→ 0
and inserting the self-similar Anstaz (62) into Eq. (68) and

imposing the ODE to be time independent fixes both p and q
to p = q = 1/3 (note the contrast with the linear case, where

only p was fixed, requiring the full asymptotic matching to fix

q). The resulting ODE, analogous to Eq. (63), is then

d2f

dη2
− ηf − 2f3 = 0 , (69)

namely the Painlevé-II equation in (24) with α = 0. This

leads [30, 49] to the non-linear analogue of solution (64)

u(t, x) ∼ 1

(3t)1/3
PII

(

x

(3t)1/3

)

, (70)

in the asymptotic x/t→ 0 merger regime. In other words, the

Painlevé-II transcendent provides the special function fixing

the universal pattern of non-linear turning points.

An analogue of the more general Eq. (66) in the linear case,

matching the uniform asymptotic expansion (67), can also be

derived [30] in the present non-linear setting [50]

u(t, x) ∼ 1

(3t)1/3
PII

(

x

(3t)1/3

)

+
1

(3t)2/3
(PII)

′
(

x

(3t)1/3

)

,(71)

that, given the asymptotics described in section II B, directly

generalises the Airy-like solution (66) to the non-linear case.

As anticipated at the end of section IV, formal contact has

been made with the Painlevé-II structures found in the orbital

dynamics of damped binary EMRI dynamics discussed in sec-

tion III. But, as in the ODE orbital case —and as discussion

after Eq. (67))— this refers to the ‘slow degrees of freedom’.

Therefore, the dynamics determined by (71) does not directly

describe to the BBH waveform, but rather the background dy-

namics generating such waveform. Indeed, in order to make

contact with the waveform dynamics and connect with the

model presented in [3], a further step is needed.

C. Heuristics on the slow-fast BBH dynamics coupling:

PII-driven wave equation

In this section we discuss some heuristic elements meant

as a basis for the development of an approximate (asymp-

totic [4]) scheme for the PDE treatment of the BBH problem.

We organise the discussion in term of the following points

i) Dual-frame approach: irrotational fast dynamics over

corrotating slow dynamics. As discussed above, slow

degrees of freedom u serve as a background over which

fast degrees of freedom propagate. During the inspiral

phase the inner wave zone presents an approximately

stationary behaviour [51–53]. In this setting, a corro-

tating frame seems adapted for describing the slow dy-

namics [54]. On the other hand, the fast degrees of

freedom are more naturally described in a coordinate

system that is irrotational with respect to the far wave

zone. In other words, coordinates in (50) must be un-

derstood in an irrotational frame, whereas coordinated

in (51) should be understood rather in a corrotating sys-

tem.

ii) Integrability, self-similar solutions, universality and

IST for background dynamics: the mKdV model. The

dynamics describing the slow degrees of freedom are

modelled by a universal self-similar solution to an inte-

grable dispersive non-linear PDE. In particular, such a

self-similar solution is structurally related to a Painlevé

transcendent, specifically to PII in our BBH setting.

Such reducibility of the non-linear PDE to a Painlevé

equation is intimately related, through the so-called

Painlevé test, to the integrability of the PDE in the sense

of being solvable by IST. This provides, in particular, an

infinite set of conserved quantities that constraint and

simplify the dynamics. A simple model for this scheme

is provided by the mKdV equation (8) whose univer-

sal self-similar solution is given the expression (71) in
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terms of PII and its derivative. This is the PDE counter-

part of the ODE PII terms in the EMRI BBH problem of

section III for the orbital (background) dynamics. The

imprint of PII into the waveform is realised through the

coupling to the fast degrees of freedom.

iii) PII-pattern in inspiral and merger waveform: back-

ground dynamics as a forcing term. The key mech-

anism to imprint the Painlevé-II-like pattern into the

waveform, therefore providing a PII generalization of

the Airy model in [3], is the forcing by the source term

S(x, t;u) in Eq. (50). Indeed, ignoring initial tran-

sients, such linear forced system is controlled by the

driving terms S. Such driving term is determined by

two ingredients: a) the background solution u(t, x),
namely shaped by the PII transcendent, b) a modulation

given by the rotation of the (slow-dynamics) corrotating

frame with respect to the (fat-dynamics) irrotationnal

one. In particular, in an approximation in which we ne-

glect the “potential term” V (x;u) in the homogeneous

(left hand side) part of (50), we can write [55]

φ(t, x) =

∫

G(t, x; t′, x′)S(x′, t′;u(t′, x′)) (72)

where G(t, x; t′, x′) ∼ δ
(

t′ − (t− |x− x′|)
)

.

The interest of such an expression is that the waveform

is now described by φ, that captures the pattern in the

forcing term and transport it along the characteristics.

When including back the V (x;u) term in (50), resonant

phenomena can occur when the source S(x, t;u) trig-

gers the resonant frequencies associated with the poten-

tial [56]. In summary, the inspiral and merger transient

waveform is controlled by a forcing mechanism driven

by the background integrable dynamics, leading to a

“modulated-PII” model for the waveform that makes

contact and extend the Airy-waveform model in [3].

iv) Merger transition to ringdown: waveform dynamics

from background potential. The separation between

fast and slow degrees of freedom makes only sense as

long as the associated timescales are not commensurate.

This is no longer the case in the merger. At this point a

“phase transition” occurs that, as discussed in [3], does

not happen at the peak of the merger waveform, but

a bit later associated with the t = 0 value in the PII

or Airy ODE, respectively Eqs. (2) and (9). At this

point the slow background dynamics freezes, the forc-

ing term S(x, t;u) “decouples” (actually disappears)

and the waveform dynamics is determined by the po-

tential V (x;u), so the late ringdown is controlled by the

resonant properties of V (x;u). The latter is constructed

from a time-independent (solitonic) solution of the inte-

grable background dynamics, so integrability underlies

the associated scattering theory.

V. INTEGRABILITY: A UNIFYING PRINCIPLE FOR

BACKGROUND BBH NON-LINEAR DYNAMICS.

Integrability is proposed in the previous sections as a struc-

tural guideline to account for the simplicity and universality

features in the BBH merger waveform and, more generally,

BBH dynamics. Such a proposal is supported by the finding of

the role played by Painlevé transcendents in the (ODE) binary

dynamics in the inspiral phase and, on the other hand, by the

integrability features present in the description of the BH scat-

tering in the late merged BH, revealing the sound link to KdV

structures responsibke of features such as BH quasi-normal

mode isospectrality [26, 57–59]. Between these two phases,

in the previous section we have proposed that integrability in-

deed extends through the merger, discussing a toy-model built

on a fast-slow separation of gravitational degrees in which

the slow non-linear dynamics would be integrable [60], with

self-similarity and dispersion as key ingredients to account for

universality and connect woth Painlevé transcendents. In this

section, we aim at abstracting some of the relevant structural

elements that would permit to go beyond the particular (ad

hoc) KdV-like models discussed above.

A. Integrability and inverse scattering transform: a

‘bottom-up’ approach to BBHs

Ideally, one would like to start from Einstein equations

and, by an appropriate reduction process [61], arrive to an

integrable PDE system approximating (background) BBH dy-

namics. Although performing such a “top-down” approach

would be the ultimate objective, here we focus on a (more

humble) “bottom-up” approach, limiting ourselves to indicate

some elements to explore in the “top-down” setting.

1. Integrability, Inverse Scattering Transform and Lax pairs

Although there is no universal definition of integrability for

(non-linear) PDEs, a standard characterisation relies on the

possibility of transforming the non-linear PDE into an equiv-

alent linear problem, namely the so-called inverse scattering

transform (IST). The key ingredient of this method is the pos-

sibility of writing the non-linear equation (51) in a Lax repre-

sentation, namely finding operators L ad A, depending on u,

ux, uxx..., such that (51) is equivalent to the equation

Lt = [L,A] , (73)

In general, the operatorsL andA depend on a spectral param-

eter λ [62]. We focus here on the case that this parameter L
appear as an eigenvalue of L, that is

Lψ = λψ . (74)

If we write the evolution of the eigenfunctions as

ψt = Aψ , (75)

then Eq. (73) is equivalent to the time independence of λ

λ̇ = 0 (76)
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In other words, equation (51) (or its Lax pair representation

(73)), can be seen as compatibility condition between the two

linear operators in (74) and (75).

The crucial consequence of the Lax pair rewriting (73, is

that it permits recast the resolution of the initial value problem

of (51) in terms of the direct and inverse scattering problems

of the operator L, understood as the operator describing the

(linear) scattering of a wavefunction ψ. In the realisation in

the KdV case, L is explicitly the one-dimensional Schrödinger

operator (see e.g. [63])

L = − d2

dx2
+ u(x, t) . (77)

In particular, on the one hand, the direct scattering problem

permits to determine scattering data, that we formally de-

note as {a(λ), b(λ), . . .}, in terms of the scattering operator L
(namely the potential u in the KdV case, at at given fixed time)

when appropriate boundary conditions are imposed on ψ. On

the hand, the inverse scattering problem permits to retrieve

L (i.e. u(x, t = to)) from scattering data {a(λ), b(λ), . . .},

namely using the Gelf’and-Levitan-Marchenko (GLM) equa-

tions [24, 25]. Using these elements, the inverse scattering

transform (IST) (cf. [43, 64, 65] proceeds according to the

follwing scheme:

i) Direct scattering: from initial data u(x, t = 0) to scat-

tering data. From the initial data u(x, t = 0) of (51)

we determine the operator L(t = 0) at time t = 0. For

instance, in the KdV case (77) this fixes the potential.

From L(0) one then determines the scattering data at

t = 0: {a(λ, t = 0), b(λ, t = 0), . . .}.

ii) Evolution of scattering data. Using equation the

isospectral time evolution Eq. (73) one then deter-

mines the evolution {a(λ, t), b(λ, t), . . .} of the scatter-

ing data. The isospectrality property (76) underlies the

existence of an infinite number of conserved quantities,

a key feature of the integrability.

iii) Inverse scattering transform: from scattering data to

solution u(x, t). From the evolved scattering data, the

GLM equations of inverse scattering permit to retrieve

L(t), namely the evolved potential u(x, t) in the KdV

case. This involves the resolution of a linear integral

equation (namely a Riemann-Hilbert boundary prob-

lem).

This scheme can be assimilated to a non-linear equivalent of

the Fourier approach to solve a linear PDE: indeed steps i) and

ii) above would correspond to the calculation of the Fourier

transform of the initial data, whereas step ii) would corre-

spond to the inverse Fourier transform to obtain the evolved

solution.

2. Painlevé test and self-similar solutions

How can we determine a priori if a equation (51) is inte-

grable? Although there is no full algorithm to address this

question for PDEs, the so-called Painlevé test [66–68] indi-

cates that a PDE that is reduced through a similarity transfor-

mation to a Painlevé ODE (more generally, an ODE satisfying

the Painlevé property discussed in section III A) is probably

solvable through a IST. The test provides actually ony neces-

sary conditions [63].

This remark is particularly important in our present case of

BBH dynamics. We remind that the main outcome in section

III was the identification of Painlevé transcendents (namely

PI and PII) as relevant ODEs for the description of some key

structural features of EMRI BBH orbital dynamics. The effort

in section IV was to find a link with such Painlevé transcen-

dents from a PDE perspective, this leading us to self-similar

solution of certain dispersive non-linear PDEs. In this BBH

setting, it is natural to look at the Painlevé test from the op-

posite perspective (justified, since the Painlevé test is not a

sufficient condition, but rather a necessary one): an integrable

PDE in the sense of being solvable by IST will admit a reduc-

tion to an ODE with the Painlevé property, possibly a Painlevé

transcendent.

Our BBH interest on reductions to Painlevé ODEs justi-

fies our focus on PDEs integrable by IST. This is in partic-

ular the case of the toy-model in section IV B 1, namely the

modified-Korteweg-de Vries in Eq. (68), indeed IST inte-

grable and leading to PII [10]. But, in addition, the associ-

ated self-similar solutions to the correponding PDEs have an

interest on their own in our quest for universal features, since

their simple behaviour under appropriate re-scalings is a fea-

ture pointing to the kind of simplicity and universality akin to

the one happening critical phenomena [22].

The Painlevé test algorithm can be summarised [63, 68, 69]

as:

i) Find the (Lie-)point symmetries of the studied PDE

(this fixes the similarity transformations).

ii) Construct the associated ODE to the group-invariant so-

lutions (self-similar solutions).

iii) Check the Painlevé property in the resulting ODEs aso-

ciated to self-similar solutions.

B. Towards a top-down integrability approach to BBHs

Understanding and characterising (aspects of) gravity at a

fundamental level in terms of integrable systems is a challeng-

ing problem that has been addressed from different avenues

(see e.g. [70] for a review). In spite of the lack of compre-

hensive theory, partial results revealing the important role of

integrability in gravity are available. We comment on some

aspects of potential relevance in the present context.

1. Darboux covariance in the direct scattering problem

Linearised Einstein equations in the context of black hole

scattering theory provide a first neat connection with inte-

grability. Specifically, as revealed by Chandrasekhar [26],
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odd and even-parity effective potentials in the stationary

spherically symmetric case (Schwarzschild and Reissner-

Nordström) present the same transmission and reflection co-

efficients and are isospectral in the associated quasi-normal

mode frequencies. These spectral features can be understood

in terms of conserved quantities of the KdV equation, that pro-

vides an isospectrality condition to be satisfied by the respec-

tive effective potentials. A related but alternative approach

to this isospectrality in terms of Darboux transformations is

presented [57, 71] (see also [72] for an approach in terms

of “intertwining operators”). However, it is in the recent

work [58, 59] where the connection to integrability, specifi-

cally through inverse scattering theory, becomes apparent, as

well as shedding light on the link between the KdV equa-

tion and Darboux transformations (see also [73–78] for other

hints on integrability and hidden symmetries in this perturba-

tive setting). Specifically, in [58] an infinite branch of new

admissible of odd/even effective potentials (with their asso-

ciated master functions) is identified, all related by Darboux

transformations preserving the spectral properties, leading to

the notion of “Darboux covariance”. On the other hand, the

role of the KdV equation as defining a flow in the Darboux-

related effective potentials is elucidated, making full use of

the Lax pair representation of the KdV equation and, eventu-

ally, extending the universality of the infinite KdV hierarchy

of conserved quantities to the (infinite) branch of Darboux-

related potentials. This work is a most important one in our

present context, in particular regarding the integrability prop-

erties of the effective potentials in the equation (50) satisfied

by the linear degrees of freedom.

2. Symmetry reductions of Einstein equations and integrability

Staying at the level of the full non-linear Einstein equa-

tions (in contrast with the linearised version discussed above),

the enforcement of symmetries provides another avenue to-

wards integrability. The archetype of this is the Ernst equa-

tion, that can indeed be solved through an inverse scattering

method [79]. In our present BBH setting, let us comment

on two avenues exploiting this symmetry reduction procedure

and, finally, a third avenue making a link such symmetry re-

ductions and self-dual Yang-Mills equations. The latter leads

to the called Ward’s conjecture, that could provide a charac-

terization of complete integrability in term of twistor spaces

potentially richer and beyond the scope of the inverse scatter-

ing method. Specifically:

i) Ernst equation. Einstein equations under a station-

ary and axisymmetric assumption can be written as an

non-linear elliptic equation on a complex potential E .

Specifically, applying a projection formalism due to

Ehlers [80] and Geroch [81], the potential E lives in

the two-dimensional space obtained by taking the quo-

tient along the orbits of the two exisiting Killing vector

fields. The resulting equation on E is the so-called Ernst

equation, that turns out to be completely integrable [82].

Specifically, such equation can be reduced to a linear

system through the inverse scattering method, present-

ing a Lax pair representation and the Painlevé property

discussed in section V A 1.

Such integrability has been extraordinarily useful in the

construction of stationary axisymmetric solutions in as-

trophysical settings(e.g. [83–85]). This property is inti-

mately linked to the existence of an infinite-dimensional

group generated by the two commuting Killing vectors

and acting as a symmetry on the space of solutions,

namely the Geroch group. Interestingly, these notions

have been explored in the BBH context, specifically in

the study of stationary binary inspirals [51–53]. As

commented in section IV C when sketching the dual-

frame approach, these ideas could be of much interest

in the construction of integrable effective non-linear dy-

namics of the slow degrees of freedom, built on a cor-

rotating frame.

ii) Binaries and hellical Killing vectors. A most inter-

esting construction for the dynamics of the slow de-

grees in our present BBH setting is provided by Klein’s

hellical Killing model for quasi-circular binaries in-

troduced in [86, 87]. In this case, a single hellical

Killing vector (see e.g. [88] for a discussion of hel-

lical Killing vectors) is imposed, instead of the two

infinitesimal isometries leading to the Ernst equation

discussed above. Applying again Ehlers & Geroch’s

projection formalism, now only along one Killing vec-

tor, the four-dimensional Einstein equations reduce to

three-dimensional gravity coupled to “effective matter”

described by a SL(2,R/SO(1, 1) sigma model. The

latter is determined by generalised Ernst-like equation

(again for a complex potential, but living in the a three-

dimensional quotient space). Even though the resulting

system is not integrable as the standard (axisymmetric-

stationary) Ernst equation is, it provides a most interest-

ing starting point to explore the application of asymp-

totic methods leading to effective (quasi-)integrable dy-

namics for the background slow degrees of freedom.

iii) Ward conjecture and BBH integrability. A most re-

markably connection between self-dual Yang Mills

equations and integrable equations opens the possibil-

ity of an avenue to the use of twistorial techniques to

address out BBH problem. More specifically, in a first

step, a connection between the Ernst equation above

in stationary axisymmetric spacetimes and certain self-

dual Yang mills equations was identified by L. Witten in

[89]. In a secone step, this was extended by Ward [90]

to a more systematic and extensive treatment of the star-

ionary axisymmetric case using twistor techniques (see

also [91]). This twistor insight into integrability in the

key stationary axisymmetric situation in general relativ-

ity is already of major interest. However, this connec-

tion upgrades to a truly fundamental general connec-

tion in the perspective of Ward’s conjecture [92], ac-

cording to which all integrable (or solvable) differen-

tial equation systems can be obtained from reductions

of self-dual Yang Mills equations. Ref. [92] raises a
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critical view on the use of the inverse scattering method

to characterize integrability, since such method has lim-

ited applicability. On the contrary, the emphasis is

placed in the satisfaction of the “Painlevé property” (so-

lutions in terms of meromorphic functions) and the fact

that integrable equations do appear as “consitency con-

ditions” of an overdetermined system of linear PDEs

(point shared with the inverse scattering method). Self-

dual Yang Mills equations would then play the role of

a sort of master equations, from which all integrable

equations could be derived (see also [63, 93–95]). A

most remarkable fact in our gravity setting is then pro-

vided by the connection unveiled in [96] between self-

dual Einstein vacuum equations and the self-dual Yang-

Mills equations. Under the light of Ward’s conjecture,

this suggests to approach the identification of the in-

tegrable PDE describing the effective dynamics of the

slow background degrees of motion in terms of self-

dual Einstein vacuum equations and to incorporate the

use of twistor concepts and tools to address the univer-

sality and simplicity of the BBH merger waveform.
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